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We present a theoretical quasiclassical treatment of the formation, during Coulomb explosion,
of highly excited neutral H atoms (H∗) for strongly-driven H2. This process, where after the laser
field is turned off, one electron escapes to the continuum while the other occupies a Rydberg state,
was recently reported in an experimental study in Phys. Rev. Lett 102, 113002 (2009). We find
that two-electron effects are important in order to correctly account for all pathways leading to H∗

formation. We identify two pathways where the electron that escapes to the continuum does so either
very quickly or after remaining bound for a few periods of the laser field. These two pathways of H∗

formation have distinct traces in the probability distribution of the escaping electron momentum
components.

PACS numbers: 33.80.Rv, 34.80.Gs, 42.50.Hz

A wealth of physical phenomena is manifested dur-
ing fragmentation of molecules driven by intense in-
frared laser fields. Already in the simplest diatomic
molecule H2 many of the archetypical molecular fragmen-
tation mechanisms are present, such as bond-softening
and above-threshold dissociation [1, 2], molecular non-
sequential double ionization (NSDI) [3–6] and enhanced
ionization (EI) [6, 7]. Very recently, another interest-
ing phenomenon, the formation of highly excited neutral
fragments, has been observed in strongly-driven H2 [8]
and other molecules [9]. This formation of excited frag-
ments has been attributed to “frustrated tunnel ioniza-
tion” [10].

Here, we report a theoretical study of the mechanisms
leading to the formation of highly excited H-atoms (H∗)
during “frustrated” double ionization (since only one
electron eventually escapes) of H2 driven by intense, in-
frared laser fields. Specifically, we present a theoretical
treatment of H∗ formation accounting for the motion of
the two electrons and the nuclei. In [8], it was conjectured
that the interaction of the H+

2 ion alone with the laser
field, and thus solely one electron effects, can account for
the break-up of H2 into a proton, a Rydberg atom and
an escaping electron. In this work we show that this is
only partly true and that two-electron effects are impor-
tant in order to correctly account for all pathways lead-
ing to H∗ formation. We identify two distinctly different
routes to forming H∗ depending on which one of the two
ionization steps is “frustrated”. We find that these two
pathways have distinct traces in the observable final mo-
mentum components of the escaping electron. Exploiting
these different traces one can experimentally separate, to
a certain extent, one pathway from the other.

Accounting for both electronic and nuclear motion is a
challenging task. Previous theoretical studies of strongly-
driven H2 either used fixed nuclei, focusing solely on elec-
tronic motion [5, 11] or ignoring the electronic contin-
uum, studied only the nuclear motion [12], with only few
exceptions [13].

Our three-dimensional quasiclassical model entails the
following steps. First, we set up the initial electronic
phase space distribution. We consider parallel align-
ment between the molecular axis and the laser elec-
tric field (along the z axis) to directly compare with
the experimental results in [8]. The field is taken
to be E(t) = E0(t) cos(ωt) at 800 nm corresponding to
ω = 0.057 a.u. (a.u. - atomic units). In our simula-
tion the pulse envelope E0(t) is defined as E0(t) = E0

for 0 < t < 10T and E0(t) = E0 cos
2(ω(t− 10T)/8) for

10T < t < 12T with T the period of the field. We start
the time propagation at ωt0 = φ0 where the phase of the
laser field φ0 is chosen randomly, see [14–16]. If the in-
stantaneous field strength at phase φ0 is smaller than
the threshold field strength for over-the-barrier ioniza-
tion, we assume one electron (electron 1) tunnel ionizes,
i.e., tunnels through the field-lowered Coulomb potential
to the continuum whereas the initially bound electron
(electron 2) is described by a one-electron microcanonical
distribution. If the instantaneous field strength at phase
φ0 allows for over-the-barrier ionization we use a double
electron microcanonical distribution (see [15]). For both
intensity regimes we use the tunneling rate provided by
the semiclassical formula in ref. [17] with field strength
the instantaneous one at φ0. We use 0.57 a.u. (1.28 a.u.)
as the first (second) ionization potentials.

Second, we take the initial vibrational state of the nu-
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clei to be the ground state (E0 ≈ 0.01 a.u) of the Morse
potential VM(R) = D(1 − e−β(R−R0))2 with R the inter-
nuclear distance, D = 0.174 a.u., β = 1.029 a.u. and
R0 = 1.4 a.u. (equilibrium distance) [18]. We choose the
Wigner distribution of the above state [18] to describe
the initial state of the nuclei. The intensities considered
in this work are high enough to justify restricting the
initial distance of the nuclei to R0 [19].

Third, we transform to a new system of “regularized”
coordinates [20, 21]. This transformation explicitly
eliminates the Coulomb singularity [15]. We propa-
gate the full four-body Hamiltonian in time using the
Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo method [22]. During
time propagation, we allow the initially bound electron
to tunnel at the classical turning points along the
field axis using the WKB approximation, for details
see [23]. We finally select those trajectories leading
to a break-up of H2 with H+, H∗ (where ∗ denotes
an electron in a n > 1 quantum state) and a free
electron as fragments. To identify the electrons captured
in a Rydberg n quantum state of H∗ we first find
nc = 1/

√

2|ǫ| where ǫ is the total energy of the electron.
Next, we assign a quantum number so that it satisfies
((n− 1)(n− 1/2)n)1/3 ≤ nc ≤ (n(n + 1/2)(n + 1))1/3,
derived in [24]. We find that the distribution of principal
quantum numbers n in H∗ peaks around n = 8 (not
shown) resembling results for atoms [10].

To study the intensity dependence of H∗ formation, we
consider an intensity of 1.5×1014 W/cm2 in the tunnel-
ing regime and an intensity of 2.5×1014 W/cm2 in the
over-the-barrier regime; however, for the latter intensity
most of the trajectories are initiated with the tunnel-
ing model. We compute the final energy distribution of
the H+ or H∗ fragments for both intensities, see Fig. 1
a) and b) with at least 20000 H∗ events. The maxi-
mum of the final energy distribution around 3.5 eV is
in very good agreement with the experimental results in
[8] (the experimental peak around 0.5 eV due to bond-
softening is not addressed in this work). For the higher
intensity the final energy distribution is shifted towards
higher energies (compare Fig. 1 a) with b)) since with in-
creasing intensity the nuclei Coulomb explode at smaller
inter-nuclear distances. The 2-dimensional momentum
distributions of the escaping electron along (pz) and per-
pendicular (px) to the laser field significantly change as
we transition from the lower intensity (Fig. 1 c) to the
higher one (Fig. 1 d). To understand this intensity de-
pendence we are going to identify the possible routes of
forming H∗ and their individual contribution to the 2-d
momentum distribution.

The pathways to H∗ formation can be categorized as
to which one of the two ionization steps, i.e., the earlier
tunnel ionization of electron 1 or the later tunnel ioniza-
tion of electron 2 is “frustrated”. In Fig. 2 a) we show
pathway A where electron 1 tunnel ionizes, subsequently
escaping very quickly. Electron 2, later, tunnel ionizes
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Top row: Final energy distribution of
the H+ or H∗ fragments, in the H∗ formation channel; Bot-
tom row: 2-d electron momentum distribution of the escaping
electron, expressed in units of

√

Up (Up = E2
0/(4ω

2)).
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the two routes
leading to formation of H∗: a) Pathway A, b) Pathway B.
Shown is the time-dependent position along the laser field for
electrons (black lines) and ions (gray broken lines).

and quivers in the laser field; however, when the field is
turned off, electron 2 does not have enough drift energy
to escape and occupies a Rydberg state of the H-atom
instead. Hence, in Pathway A the later ionization step is
“frustrated”. In Fig. 2 b) we show pathway B where elec-
tron 1 tunnel ionizes very quickly, quivering in the field,
while electron 2 tunnel ionizes and escapes after a few
periods of the laser field. When the laser field is turned
off, electron 1 does not have enough energy to escape and
remains in a Rydberg state of the H-atom instead, i.e.,
the earlier ionization step is “frustrated”.
We now show that these two pathways have distinct

traces in the observable momentum space of the escaping
electron. Fig. 3 shows the 2-dimensional momentum dis-
tributions of the escaping electron, for the two intensities
and separate for each H∗ pathway. We fix the direction
of tunnel ionization of electron 1 to the left, i.e., p1,z < 0.
In Fig. 3, comparing a) with b) for 1.5 ×1014 W/cm2 and
e) with f) for 2.5 ×1014 W/cm2, we find that px, pz of
the escaping electron have a small spread in pathway A
and a large spread (specially pz) in pathway B.
Do the 2-d momentum distributions change with in-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) 2-d electron momentum distribution of
the escaping electron expressed in

√

Up for pathway A and B.
The white arrow in a) and e) denotes the direction of tunnel
ionization of electron 1. We also plot the distribution of the
laser field phase, φ0, at the time when electron 1 tunnel ionizes
in the initial state for both pathways. Accounting for tunnel
ionization of electron 1 to the right as well and adding a) and
b) yields Fig. 1 c) while adding e) and f) yields Fig. 1 d).

tensity for each pathway? Comparing Fig. 3 b) with f),
we find that in pathway B a change in intensity from
1.5 ×1014 W/cm2 to 2.5 ×1014 W/cm2 does not yield
significant change in the momentum distribution of the
ionized electron 2. However, in pathway A an intensity
dependence is observed in the momentum distribution of
the ionized electron 1. For the lower intensity (Fig. 3 a)
electron 1 escapes mostly opposite (pz > 0) to its tunnel
ionization direction, while for the higher intensity (Fig. 3
e) no directional correlation to the tunnel ionization di-
rection can be established. This change in momentum
comes along with H∗ forming at a different phase of the
field, φ0: around 0◦ for lower intensity (Fig. 3 c) and
around ± 30◦ for the higher intensity (Fig. 3 g). In
Fig. 3 e), pz < 0 corresponds to φ0 ≈ −30◦ and pz > 0
to φ0 ≈ 30◦. The reason H∗ forms when φ0 shifts from
small values (extrema of the field) to larger values with
increasing intensity is the onset of saturated ionization
of the neutral molecule [15]. According to the three-step
model [25], neglecting two-electron effects, we know that
electron 1 returns to the core if φ0 > 0 and does not if
φ0 < 0. Similarly, our results in Fig. 3 e) show that for
the higher intensity the escape direction depends on the

sign of φ0. This suggests that, if present, electronic corre-
lation is weak. Hence, the differences between the lower
(Fig. 1 c) and the higher intensity (Fig. 1 d) in the total
2-d momentum distribution of the escaping electron are
due to pathway A.

We now ask how electron 2 gains energy to either tran-
sition from the ground state of the H2 molecule to a
high Rydberg state of the H-atom (pathway A) or escape
(pathway B). Investigating the role of the laser field, we
find that electron 2 gains energy through a strong inter-
action with the laser field that resembles enhanced ion-
ization in H+

2 . This is corroborated by i) the final energy
distribution being similar for H∗ formation (Fig. 1) and
enhanced ionization [13] and ii) by our finding that elec-
tron 2 preferentially tunnel ionizes when the nuclei are
roughly 5 a.u. apart. This is roughly the distance of the
nuclei when enhanced ionization [7] takes place. Thus, in
pathway A electron 1 interacts with the laser field tun-
nel ionizing and escaping very quickly; the energy gain
of electron 2 resembles “frustrated” enhanced ionization
(“frustrated” since electron 2 occupies a Rydberg state
instead of escaping). In pathway B, electron 1 interacts
with the laser field tunnel ionizing and eventually occu-
pying a Rydberg state while the energy gain of electron
2 resembles enhanced ionization.

The question that naturally arises next is to what
extent electronic correlation through re-collision con-
tributes to H∗ formation. Does electron 2 gain energy
from electron 1 through a re-collision process as in NSDI?
As we have already observed discussing Fig. 3 e), elec-
tronic correlation in forming H∗, if present, is weak. Of
the two pathways that prevail in NSDI, the direct and
the delayed [26], electronic correlation is weak in the fi-
nal electron momentum space for the delayed pathway.
In this pathway (also referred to as re-collision-induced
excitation with subsequent field ionization, RESI [27])
the re-colliding electron returns to the core close to a zero
of the field, transfers energy to the second electron and
one electron escapes with a delay of more than a quarter
laser cycle after re-collision. We thus explore whether
electronic correlation in H∗ formation resembles that in
the delayed double ionization pathway. We find that the
2-d electron momentum distribution in the delayed path-
way of NSDI resemble those of the H∗ channel; electron
1 resembles the 2-d momentum in Fig. 3 a) and electron
2 that in Fig. 3 b) for 1.5×1014 W/cm2.

We next compute the mean inter-electronic distance as
a function of time, see Fig. 4 a). We find that in the de-
layed pathway of NSDI during re-collision, at time 3/4 T,
the two electrons come closer to each other compared to
pathways A and B; however, a soft re-collision is present
in pathway A and pathway B. On the other hand, the
two electrons stay closer to each other for longer times
in pathway B compared to pathway A and to the de-
layed pathway in NSDI. This comparison clearly suggests
that electronic correlation is present in H∗ formation but
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mostly in pathway B. Indeed, electron-electron interac-
tion is more likely in pathway B since electron 2 escapes
while electron 1 oscillates in the vicinity of the molec-
ular ion. Finally, we find that the probability (out of
all trajectories) of pathway B reduces from 7% for the
lower intensity to 3.6% for the higher one while that of
pathway A remains roughly the same changing from 5%
to 4%. This reduction of the probability for pathway B
is consistent with a decrease with increasing intensity of
electronic correlation in the form of re-collisions. This
further suggests that weak electronic correlation in the
form of “frustrated” delayed NSDI contributes to form-
ing H∗ primarily in pathway B.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) a) The mean inter-electronic distance
at 1.5×1014 W/cm2 for pathway A (black line), pathway B
(gray dotted line) and delayed pathway of NSDI (gray line).
b) The momentum distribution px at 1.5×1014 W/cm2; total
(∗), pathway A( •) and pathway B (◮).

Finally, let us now explain the smaller spread of the
momentum pz of the ionizing electron in pathway A,
Fig. 3 a) and e), rather than pathway B, Fig. 3 b) and
f). In pathway A, since mostly one electron effects pre-
vail, the final momentum pz of electron 1 is primarily
determined by the value of the vector potential at the
time (φ0) electron 1 tunnel ionizes, resulting in a small
spread in pz due to Coulomb focusing [28]. On the other
hand, in pathway B the strong interaction of electron
2 with the Coulomb potential mostly accounts for the
large spread in pz and px [28]. Using this difference in
spread in the final momentum px of the escaping electron
in H∗ formation one can approximately separate experi-
mentally pathway A from B. As we show in Fig. 4 b), for
the smaller intensity the electron with final momentum
px larger than ± 0.5

√

Up corresponds to primarily the
escaping electron in pathway B.

Concluding, we have found that two pathways con-
tribute to H∗ formation. In pathway A, where elec-
tron 1 escapes very quickly, one electron effects prevail.
Electron 2 gains energy, eventually occupying a Rydberg
state, mainly through a strong interaction with the laser
field resembling “frustrated” enhanced ionization in H+

2

as conjectured in ref [8]. In pathway B, electron 2 escapes
later by gaining energy through a strong interaction with
the laser field plus a weak interaction with the other elec-
tron; the former interaction resembles enhanced ioniza-

tion in H+
2 while the latter “frustrated” delayed NSDI in

H2. This is the case for lower intensities. For higher in-
tensities in the over-the-barrier regime, electronic correla-
tion diminishes in both pathways while a gain of energy
through strong interaction with the laser field prevails.
We emphasize that the 3-d quasiclassical method we de-
veloped for describing break-up channels during Coulomb
explosion for strongly-driven H2 is general. It will be used
in the future to explore the break-up of strongly-driven
multi-center molecules.
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